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In the heart of the galaxy, where the starships of a thousand worlds
converge, lies Coruscant, the gleaming metropolis that is the capital of the
Galactic Republic.

But beneath the glittering surface of Coruscant, a dark undercurrent stirs. A
group of rebels, known as the Core Drift, are plotting to overthrow the
Republic and plunge the galaxy into chaos.

Han Solo, a smuggler with a heart of gold, is drawn into the Core Drift's
dangerous web of intrigue. Along with his loyal companion, Chewbacca,
Han must race against time to stop the rebels and save the Republic.

Luke Skywalker, a young Jedi Knight, is also on the trail of the Core Drift.
But as he investigates the rebels' plot, Luke discovers that there is more to
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the Core Drift than meets the eye.

The Core Drift is led by a charismatic and enigmatic figure known as Darth
Vader. Vader is a powerful Sith Lord who has sworn to destroy the Republic
and bring about a new era of darkness.

As Han, Luke, and Chewbacca close in on the Core Drift, they find
themselves caught in a deadly game of cat and mouse. The rebels are
determined to stop them at any cost, and the fate of the galaxy hangs in the
balance.

Core Drift Coruscant Novel: An Epic Space Opera is a thrilling and
immersive novel that takes readers on a journey to the heart of the galaxy.
With its unforgettable characters, fast-paced action, and stunning visuals,
Core Drift Coruscant Novel is a must-read for fans of space opera and
science fiction.

About the Author

John Smith is a lifelong fan of science fiction and space opera. He has
written several novels and short stories, including the bestselling Core Drift
series.

John lives in California with his wife and two children. He is currently
working on his next novel, which is set in the same universe as Core Drift.
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